Shallow tunnels

Tests undertaken at the LRM in the domain of geotechnical aspects of shallow tunnels include the following subjects:

**Tunnel stability in the standard section**

The influences of the characteristics of the rock mass (jointing, strength of intact rock) and the support systems put in place (passive bolts of variable length), respectively, were studied using different approaches - physical tests using a base friction apparatus, simulation using numerical calculations (finite element and distinct element methods), rough modelling using analytical calculations, fitting using results obtained through monitoring in existing tunnels (Figure 1).

**Face stability**

The cases of completely cohesive or completely granular conditions were the subject of a detailed bibliographic study; tests on two and three dimensional geotechnical models (base friction frame, test box), especially with pre-face bolting, are currently carried out.

**Surface settlements**

This aspect, which is especially important for the construction of urban tunnels, was treated using model tests and numerical simulations (Figure 2). A bibliographic study and review of commonly used empirical formulas was carried out.
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